Rental Prices –– 2014
CANOES
We rent expedition-quality gear, and maintain it in peak condition. Standard prices are shown, but
please call us for a quote on your specific needs, such as extended trips.
All prices are in Canadian dollars.

5% GST will be ADDED to Prices

PRICES ARE PER DAY

RENTAL PERIOD
Item
Number

Item

1-3 days

4-9 days

10-16 days

17-24 days

CC16O

16’ Canoe, Outfitted

40.00

32.00

30.00

28.00

CC17O

17’ Canoe, Outfitted

42.00

34.00

32.00

30.00

IC160

16’ Inflatable Canoe

45.00

38.00

36.00

34.00

CANOES:

• All our hard-shell canoes are Royalex expedition/wilderness tripping models, and our normal boat would
be an "upgrade" from other livery agents.
• We are the Swift Canoe & Kayak dealer in the north, and our rentals are typically the Swift Dumoine at
16'-4" or Swift Yukon at 17'-6". Both are exceptional craft, with the main difference being carrying capacity
and volume. These boats have an arched hull and some rocker, so exhibit somewhat less initial stability
than a lake canoe, but have high secondary stability, necessary for safe wilderness travel.
• Outfitting includes Kevlar skid plates, gear D-rings, strap D-rings (straps optional), and kneeling pads.
• Northwater Rescue spray decks are available for all hard shell canoes.
• Inflatable canoes are SOAR expedition models, available in both 14' and 16' lengths. When inflated, these
boats are quite rigid and easy to paddle, but have a forgiving nature well suited to rough water. They
combine the virtues of a raft and canoe in one boat. As the inflated side tubes take up space, they have
good weight carrying capacity but less volume than a hard shell. Removable patches in the four corners
turn these boats into self-bailers.
• Standard rentals include end lines, 3 paddles, a bailer, 2 PFDs with whistles, and a throw rope. Inflatable
canoes include the preceding, plus padded seats, a repair kit, pump and storage bag.

RIVER SURCHARGE
• Some rivers simply do more damage than others, no matter how good a paddler you are. Rather than
raise our overall rates, we add a surcharge to cover additional wear and tear. This is in addition to the
regular rental cost and allows for more scratches and dents, but is not a replacement for the damage
deposit, which still applies. Significantly damage the boat and the deposit applies, as noted in the Terms
and Conditions.
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RIVER SURCHARGE
(cont’d.)

• The surcharge is a flat rate of $50 per hard-shell canoe, and rivers included are the Hess, Bonnet Plume,
South MacMillan, Mountain, Coal and Tsichu. If you want to paddle a river that is not listed in our
Ground Transportation Prices and is of similar difficulty to the preceding rivers, we will consider a
surcharge on an individual basis. An example would be the Little Nahanni. Note that these are rivers that
some companies simply will not rent for. We supply premium boats and a surcharge is a way of holding
costs for most rivers at a competitive level while continuing to rent for more difficult trips. Inflatable
canoes are not subject to the surcharge.

ACCESSORIES:
We have an array of additional equipment to round out your river gear needs, including toilets, dry barrels
and bags, helmets, coolers, kitchen kits, tables, fire pans and more. Call us for availability and prices, or see
our Accessories List.

TRANSPORTATION:
We can provide ground transportation to almost any road-accessible location in the Yukon, Northern B.C. and
Alaska. Please see our Ground Transportation sheet for rates and conditions. We can also coordinate air
charters, but prefer you make final arrangements directly with the air charter company to avoid confusion.

We are members of the Wilderness Tourism Association of Yukon
and Tourism Industry Association of Yukon.
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